
 

 

WELCOME TO THE DASH ARTS DACHA AT LATITUDE FESTIVAL  

IN ASSOCIATION WITH RICH MIX AND YaD ARTS 

AS PART OF DASH BLAZE 2014 

 

Work of profound worldwide artistic significance awakening us to new styles, 

beliefs and voices" Toronto Star 

 

Dash Arts creates artistic experiences that change the way we see the world. 

Founded in 2005 by Artistic Directors Josephine Burton and Tim Supple, Dash 

Arts has created award winning new work in India, North Africa and the 



Middle East and currently has projects in development in the post Soviet 

region, South America and the Far East.  O 

Programme 

Open from 10am to late each day with performances from 1230pm, chill out with members of the 

Dacha family in the comfort of our summer house full of things to read, games to play, films to 

see, people to talk to, hot tea to sip, and much more! 

Friday  Decadence of 1913 

1100 - 12.30 Morning Games: Join the Dacha Family for their morning ritual 

1230-1315 Belarusian troubadour and sometime punk rock guitarist Sasha Ilyukevich plays a set inspired by 

the beautiful poetry of the age.  

1400-1700 Join Tim Supple and our actors for an impromptu performance of Summerfolk by Maxim Gorky 

(1905) translated by Nick Dear: Chekhov's greatest pupil ‘s fiercely funny classic about the 

Russian bourgeoisie in their country houses as the revolutionary earthquakes begin...  

1730-1830 Around the Kitchen Table : a conversation with playwright Nick Dear, adaptor of Summerfolk 

1930-2030 Belarusian troubadour and sometime punk rock guitarist Sasha Ilyukevich plays a set inspired by 

the beautiful poetry of the age.  

2100-2230 Film Screening: Russian Ark (2002). This gorgeous filmic journey through Imperialist Russia, 

directed by Alexander Sokurov, was filmed in 33 rooms of St Petersburg's Winter Palace with 

2000 cast members and 3 orchestras, and shot entirely in one rolling take.  

Saturday  Socialist dream of 1937 

1100 - 12.30 Morning Games: Join the Dacha Family for their morning ritual 

1230-1315 Ukrainian songstress Elena Dana blends Russian ballads, folk music  and Soviet pioneer songs 

with some whimsical spice and lyrical charm.  

1400-1700 Join Tim Supple and our actors for an impromptu performance of The Suicide by Nicolai Erdman 

(1930s) translated by John Freedman: This surreal and hilarious farce of life and death in 

Moscow is the greatest play of the Stalin era  and was never performed in the writer's lifetime.  

1730-1830 Around the Kitchen Table: an in-depth, insightful conversation with a special guest: a leading 

expert who will shed light on the  public and private life of Stalin’s Russia...  

1930-2030 Ukrainian songstress Elena Dana blends Russian ballads, folkmusic and Soviet pioneer songs 

with some whimsical spice and lyrical charm. 

2100-2315 Film Screening: Burnt by The Sun (1994). Best Foreign Picture Oscar winner is a stunning  family 

drama set in a dacha over a long summer during the height of Stalin’s purges in the late 1930s: 

the best post-Soviet Russian movie boasts a first rate ensemble, a great soundtrack and is an 

unmissable experience. 

2315-late Dance into the early hours with DJ Sasha's rocking tunes from across Russia, the former Eastern 

Bloc and post Soviet States.  

Sunday  1997  

1100 - 12.30 Morning Games: Join the Dacha Family for their morning ritual 

1230-1315 Zverstvo: an anarchic live set of Russian punk rock and poetry  



1400-1700 Join Tim Supple and our actors for an impromptu performance of Plasticine, Black Milk, 

Ladybird by Vassily Sigarev (2000s) translated by Sasha Dugdale: A trilogy from post-Soviet 

Russia's bad boy of theatre - the catastrophe of the family is the arena for this nihilistic and 

intensely entertaining contemporary chronicler. 

17.30-18.30 Around the Kitchen Table : a conversation with Dr Ivan Gololobov 

Punk Research Fellow, Warwick University  

19.30-20.30 Zverstvo: an anarchic live set of Russian punk rock and poetry  
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